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ABSTRACT 0? THESIS SUBMITTED FOB II. PHILOSOPHY DEGREE
EI EAE3N YIP KAIT YAK
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AITD THE FIRST CHORDS OF SELECTED«
CANTATAS LLP 1723 31 J. S. EACH
WITH EMPHASIS 01T THEIR
THEMATIC CONNECTION
This thesis examines the relationship between the last chorale
• . -
and the first chorus of three cantatas written by J. S. Bach. The-
source material of the last chorale existed long before the composed
first chours. Therefore, it is not surprising that the composer might
place the chorale melody or other features (such as key-scheme or
harmony) so as to clearly underline many other movements of the works.
The analyses of the last and the first choruses of the three chosen
cantatas show that there is background-unity between the movements.
From the thesis, the author is able to show some of the
interesting compositional choices which determined the usage of notes
in certain chords. For example, in 3Wv 46, there is an important word
Schmerz (sorrow) v.diich is always applied with a ninth chord. And
in 3VV 103, the composer also avoids placing the seventh and the third
of two consecutive chords in trie chours but they are however, written
in the first violin. This phenomenon is also inter-related in other
movements of the same work.
Many theorists agree, to certain extent, that great composers are
aware of the background-unity between movements. 3ut it may be a
speculation as to whether the background-unity is done by the
composer consciously or subconsciously during the creative process.
In this thesis, the present author has used a method similar to
that of Rudolph Reti's Thematic Rrocess of Music. I am positive,
after investigating the thr.ee chosen cantatas that there is a thematic
connection between nearly all the motives of different movements.
The first chapter explains the purpose of this thesis and
introduces briefly the analytical method being, used in this thesis.
The second chapter is devoted to the intervallic genetic function in
cantata BVAT 76. The third chapter observes the diversity (enlargement,
permutation and shrinkage) of the motives in cantata BVAT 46. -he
fourth chapter investigates the motivic development and intervallic
relationship in cantata 3W 105. The last chapter suggests a positive
conclusion that there are thematic connections bewteen the last chorale
and the first chorus.
In J. S. Bach's childhood, he must have sung and listened to a
lot of hymns (chorales) in churches, therefore,.it is not surprising
these hymns later are used as the source material in his cantatas
written in Leipzig. The author is positive that there is thematic
connection between the last chorale and the first chorus. However,•
would there be any thematic relationship between other movements
too? Vould other composers also write compositions with thematic
connections between movements? The author would like to leave
these answers for other musicologists to find out.
Chapter One
INTRODUCTION
The appointment 'as the Thomaskantor in Leipzig, which started on
«
the 5th May, 1725, saw the beginning of an important and productive
1
period of church music for J, S. Bach, It was his duty to perform a
cantata each Sunday and on feast days except during the penitential
2
season of Lent and on the last three Sundays in Advent,
The cantatas written by J, S. Bach in 1725 are very interesting
•»
because they were written in the first of the fertile four years of
cantata writing in Leipzig. In 1725, Bach wrote 50 cantatas, revived
19 cantatas which he had written at Weimar and adapted three of the
5
secular cantatas composed at Cothen.
.Among the cantatas of 1725, a- chorale concludes each work, except
for BWV 186 which ends with an aria. Some cantatas contain more than
one chorale, as another chorale is used as a source for the first
chorus; am example is cantata BWV 95 Compared with the centre
movements, the first movement of a cantata was usually a massive and
long chorus. However, two choruses are sometimes used as in BWV 119.
The last movement (the chorale) is usually considered as the most
condensed movement even though it is always in four-part harmony.
1 Malcolm Boyd, Bach (London; J. M. Dent Sons Ltd., 1985), p. 120.
;; 2 Ibid., p. 120. 1
5 J. A. Westrup, Bach Cantatas (London: The Garden City Press
Limited, 1966), p. 25.
The chorale frame (an elaborate chorus at the beginning and a chorale
at the end) is typical of the Leipzig cantatas. The cantatas of Bach
5
are thought to be in arch-structure which .reflects a sense of balance.
i
If, for example a cantata has six movements, the arch-structure could-
be illustrated with the following diagram:-
i$f r0v'T 2M OV'T SftbHov'T 4TH HOV'T TrfhO) 'f GTH
Big. 1 The Arch-Structure in a cantata of six movements.
The frame materials (materials of the first and the last movements) are
usually related. It is the objective of this thesis to define the
relationship between the first and last movements.
A cantata was sung either in St. Thomas' or St. Nicholas' by the
principal choir (primus chorus) on alternate Sundays. Bach started his
4 Malcolm Boyd, op. cit., p. 121.
5 Stephen Law, The Music of J, S. Bach (Rutherford: Fairleigh
Dickinson University Press, 19S1), p. 79.
first annual cycle (jahrgang) with a large-scale work, BWV 75» on the
30th of May, 1723« BWV 75 entitled Die Elenden Sollen Essen, is in
6
two parts, with the following structure:
Part I Chorus -R-A-R— A-R- Chorale
Part II Sinfonia -R-A-R-A-R- Chorale
(R= recitative; A= aria)
The chorus in Part I takes a form of prelude and fugue and the
chorale in Part I is spaced out with orchestral interludes and
7
repeated at the end of Part II.' BWV 76 also has a similar structure,
that is, it is in two parts and the arrangement of movements also is
identical as described above. BWV 76 will be analysed and discussed
in detail later in this thesis.
There are several main trends of analytical theories in the
twentieth century. In this paper, I will adopt an analytical method
similar to ones used in:- The Thematic Process in Music by Rudolph
Reti and A Study in Musical Analysis by Alan Walker. In additional,
the analytical methods suggested in the following references will also
be used, but to a lesser degree. They are: The Sharing Forces in Music
by Ernst Toch; Phrasing and Articulation by Hermann Keller (translated
%
by Leigh Gerdine) and Structural Hearing by Felix Salzer.
6 Malcolm Boyd, Bach (London: J. M. Dent Sons Ltd., 1983), p. 121.
7 Ibid., p. 121.
According to Alan Walker, the fundamental task of analysis must
be to show how a piece of music hangs together by demonstrating a
network of relationships which is established by a musical idea which
gives births to new ideas. This musical idea is a basic idea (or
motif) and is usually a linear outline. There are a number of ways
to study the relationships between the musical -idea and its derivatives
including observing their harmony; key-scheme; mirror-forms and
interversions. ±n this thesis, these various ways will be used as
tools to study the relationships between the musical idea and its
derivatives. These relationships are the thematic connections in
this thesis. According to Rudolph Reti, there is thematic unity
between different movements of a great work, and this unity of themes
is formed from one identical musical substance. Reti, in The
Thematic Process in Music has suggested a number of ways of studying
the thematic unity between different movements through one identical
musical substance and its derivatives. These ways include various
categories of transformation such as inversions, reversions, inter¬
versions, reiteration» prolongation, thinning? filling of.
thematic shapes, cutting of thematic parts and archetypes of thematic
metamorphosis.
8 Alan Walker, A Study in Musical Analysis (London: Barrie and
Rockliff, 1962), p. 47.
9 Interversions here mean the interchanging of notes of a thematic
shape.
10 Rudolph Reti, The Thematic Process in Music (London: Paber
Paber, 196l), p. 4.
Both Reti and Walker describe analysis as a study of the thematic
process (thematic connection or thematic continuity) in musical
compositions. Both Reti and Valker use musical examples mostly from
classical compositions.
In Reti's analysis, the emphasis is on the thematic unity
between movements. Reti gives, for example, an illustration from
Bach's D minor Organ Fugue.' His analysis finds that the subject of
the fugue (Ex. l) is related to that of the preceding toccata (Ex. 2).
Ex. 1 J. S. Bach's D minor Organ Fugue, bar 30-31.
Ex. 2, J. S. Bach's Toccata preceding the D minor Organ Fugue, bar 1.
Just before the theme is played by the third voice in the fugue, an
interlude (still in two voices) is interpolated (~kc. 3), which looks
contrasting from the fugue subject (Ex. l)
Ex. 3 J. S. Bach's I) minor Organ Fugue, ban 3438.
However, when connecting the uppermost notes of Ex, 3 in the line, it
becomes audible that the melodic contour of Ex, 3 is actually a
modified version (the C- sharp instead of C- natural because of the
modulation from G to D) of the fugue subject and is shown as follows1'
Ex. 4
11 Rudolph Reti, op. cit., p. 64.
The above is an example of Retifs analytical method. The present
author will try to show that this analytical method is also suitable%
for Baroaue vocal conroositions.
According to Reti, the great composers were fully aware both of
the thematic principle and the technique through which they
12
materialized it. This is similar to what Walker has said about
background unity: that a background is to be regarded as a pre-
compositional stage in the creative process, a primal, musical idea••
13
which projects itself into the foreground as a succession of contrasts.
It means that, the composer is aware of this idea in the creative
process, which transforms a musical idea into different shapes, and
this creative process later becomes the customary way of the composer
14-
to express himself, his natural musical way. Therefore, the composer
is aware of background unity both consciously and subconsciously
during the creative process.
Similar to Reti, Alan Walker also pays much attention to studying
thematic continuity. One of the chapters in his book A Study in
Musical Analysis is Principles of Thematic Continuity, In that
chapter, he mentions many varieties of thematic transformation, which
%
are also studied in detail by Reti, Besides explaining thematic
12 Ibid., p. 233.
13 Alan Walker, op. cit., p. 91.
14 Rudolph Reti, op. cit., pL. 233.
transformations such els I (inversion); E (reversion); EI (retrograde
inversion), Alan Walker also explains interversion (interchanging of
15
notes within a melodic entity) The following example (taken from
Beethoven's Quartet in C- sharp minor, op. 131) shows the technique
of interversion;-'
Ex. 5 Beethoven's Quartet in C- sharp minor, bp. 131, first
movement, bar 1-3
Ex. 6 Beethoven's Quartet in C- sharp minor, op. 131, seventh
movement, bar 21-23.
Beethoven's Quartet in C- sharp minor begins with Ex. 5 (the first
four notes)'and it is transformed in the last movement as Ex. 6. It
is clear that Ex. 6 is an interversion of Ex. 5.
15 Alan Walker, op. cit., p. 73.
16 Eudolph Eeti, op. cit., p. 73.
Ernst Toch, in The Sharing Forces in Music, has mentioned the
relationship between melody and harmony in chapter IV and Chapter VI.
He also studies in detail melodic elasticity (which means a series
of samll steps in one direction and followed by a leap in the opposite
direction) and wind-up (which means a figure filled with non-harmonic
tones). Both melodic elasticity and wind-up are used'to describe
the melodies in my analysis which are to follow.
Bach's cantatas have attracted the attention of many scholars,
because Bach was the one who brought cantata writing to its peak. To
name a few, Robert Marshall, who wrote The Compositional Process of
J, S, Bach, has studied Bach's compositional routine in his formative
17
years and into the maturity of the Leipzig period. The compositional
process here means the creative process. The word process means
18
a continuing development involving many changes. And in Albert
Schweitzer's J, S., Bach, a detailed study is made of Bach's cantatas,
particularly in Vol. II, in which much attention is paid to Bach's
pictorial and symbolic motives in the chorales and cantatas. W.
Gillies whit taker, in The Cantatas of J. S. Bach. Vols. I and II, has
detail- studies of Bach's cantatas which emphasized J. S. Bach's
borrowed materials. In C. S. Terry's Bach the Cantatas and Oratorios.
the Passions, the Magnificat, Lutheran Masses and Motets, is a general
17 Robert Lewis Marshall, the Compositional process of J. S. Bach
(New York: Princeton University press, 1972), p. viii in the preface.
18 Ibid., p. viii in the preface.
study of the form of the cantata especially the church cantatas. Also,
there is The Hew C-rove Bach Family which consists of essays written by
Christoph Wolff, Walter Emery, Eugene Helm, Richard Jones, Ernest
Warburton and Ellwood S. Derr. In this book, a detailed description
of J. S. Bach's life, particularly in the Leipzig period, is worthwhile
•for study. In some of the cantatas, Bach used instruments in his
orchestra that are commonly used in the Baroque e.g.. Corno da
Tirarsi (a slide horn); the'Oboe da Caccia (longer than the ordinary
oboe) and Viola d'Amore (a smaller form of the viola bastarda). I
find C. S. Terry's Bach's Orchestra useful in the discussion of
J. S. Bach's instrumentation.
However, in this thesis, more attention will be paid to the
thematic connection between the first chorus and the last chorale.
The analysis in the following chapters may bring to light the inter¬
relationships between the chorale and the material used in the first
chorus of the selected cantatas written in 1723. According to Walker,
this kind of inter-relationship is actually the background unity,
(mentioned above) even if the foreground gives a contrasting outlook.
After studying all the cantatas of 172 3» I narrow down to three
cantatas, they are l) 3W7 76 2) BWV 4° and 3) 3WV 105. BW7 76 is an
extensive cantata and is divided into two parts. C. S. Terry points
1$ Alan Walker, op. cit., p. 91
out that this was an innovation in Leipzig use, and all subsequent
cantatas for the First Sunday after Trinity are written on these
20
lines. 3VV 46 has an atmosphere of sadness, and contains an
introductory chorus in prelude and fugue form. BW 105 has always
21
been considered one of the most remarkable cantatas of Bach. It
contains a marvellous chorale which promises peace to the faithful
soul, while the instruments continue ;to speak of past anxieties. All
the three cantatas mentioned above contain different aspects which
are worthwhile for analysis.
20 W. Gillies Whit taker, The Cantatas of J. S. Bach (London:
Oxford University press, 1959), P 181.
21 Andre Pirro, J. S. Bach (Hew York: The Orion Press. 1997.
p. 108.
Chapter Two
TH3 HITZRVALLIC RELATIOHSEI? 3STV232T TEC FEIST CHORUS
AHL THE LAST CHORALS OF BAT 76
Both the last and the first choruses of BIT 76 consist of
important motifs and their derivatives. The structural notes of these
motifs are always composed of same intervals or'their transformations
such as retrograde, inversions, intergressions etc. BAT 76 is used
to illustrate the intervallic relationship between the last and the
first choruses in this chapter.
This cantata is in two parts including 14 pieces. Ho. 1-7 is
Part I and the remaining pieces, that is,: Ho. 8-14 is Part II. Ho. 7
and Ho. 14 have the same chorale tune. Stanza 1 of the chorale
1
concludes Part I and stanza 3 concludes Part II.
This cantata was written for the 2nd Sunday after the Trinity,
that was, on the 6th of June in 1723. Movements Ho. 1, Ho. 7 2nd Ho.
14 are choruses in this cantata. Ho. 1 starts with 11 bars of
instrumental prelude, played by one trumpet, oboes, strings and continuo.
Ho. 8 is a sinfonia for Oboe d'Amore (it is an instrument which has-a
pear-shaped bell and its size is between the obo.e and the cor anglais.
1 V. Gillies Vhittaker, The Cantata of J. S. Bach (London: Gxford
University Press, 1959) Vol. I, p. 162.
It is a transposing instrument, written a minor 3rd higher than it is
heard) and Viola da gamba (the Bass of the ancient family of
consort viols it is a six-stringed instrument and was tuned in
X
fourths, with an interval of a third at the midway). It is the
general opinion of musicologists that this Thomaskirche cantata lie
Himmel erzahilen die Ehre Gottes (The heavens are telling the glory
of God) is the most extrovert and exaggerated in expression and
contrasts with the magnificent power of 37V 75• Both 317V 75 and 76
••
have a sinfonia at the beginning of Part II.
The text of the introduction and fugue (bar 12- 137) of No. 76,
which is taken from Psalm xix, v. 1 and 3 is familiar to most musicians
g
because of Haydn's setting in the Creation.
Part I of this cantata, consists of an opening chorus with a
prelude, 3 recitatives, 2 arias and concludes with a chorale. Part II
starts with a sinfonia and consists of 3 recitatives, 2 arias and
concludes with the same chorale tune which is used in Part I.
2 Charles Sanford Terry, Bach's Orchestra (London: Oxford
University Press, 1961), D. 107 and 109.
3 Ibid., p. 132.~ v
4 The translation is taken from A Header1 s C-uide to the Holy Bible
Revised Standard Version (Hew York: Thomas Kelson Inc., 1972), p. 483.
5 Stephen lav;, The Music of J. S. Bach (Rutherford: Fairleigh
lickinson University Press, 1981), p. 82.
6 W. Gillies Ivhittaker, op. cit., p. 186.
±n Part I, the prelude in No. 1 starts with a trumpet motif 2-
Ex. 7 S. Bach's BVAT 76, Ho. 1, bar 1-2
«•
When one looks at Sac. 7 with harmony in mind, one car easily
eliminate,the non-harmonic tones and arrives at the following9
structural tones:-
nx. 8
TUT stands for upper-neighbour tone
The structural notes are the notes on the strong beats exceut
the first note of Ex. 7 which is the up-beat of the whole motif. The
harmony of the notes E-G is I-I6, and the harmony of the note P is
77 while nS-0 is I.
In Ex-.£, A is an interval of a 4th while 3 is an interval of
a 3rd. A :i and 3 are reflections of A and 3. Both 3 and
V3 are within A and A accordingly. Nevertheless, the last two
notes of lb:. 3, that is 3 to C is heard as an important interval
which as the present author proceeds, will review its importance in
the construction of the whole piece.
The trumpet motif in bars 1 2 at the beginning of Ho, 1 is
answered by oboes and strings in bars 2 3. This trumpet motif is
modified to the following version in bars 5 6;-
Ex. 9 J. S. Bach's BVV 76.• Ho. 1, bar 5- 6.
With harmony in mind, the following example shows the structural
notes of Ex, 9s-
Ex. 10
Ex. 10 shows that both B are within A and (Extension).
A E (Extension) here is an interval of descending 5h.
The prelude in No. 1 leads to a bass soli section with the text
Die Himmel erzahlen die Ehre C-ottes in bar 12 and is shown as
follows:-
Ex. 11 J. S, Bach's BW 76, No. 1, bar 12- 16.
The structural notes for this melody are as follows
Ex. 12
Soli
The above example shows that intervals A, AE, AM, 3 are
structurally very significant. A is within AE (A Extension and
is an interval of ascending 5th) while another A is before the
last. interval B. The structural notes are determined with the
harmony in mind and the relationship with the important words. The
first interval (G- C) is having the harmony 7-1 and these two notes
(G- C) are important because G is the up-beat of the whole melody




In Ex. 14, B is within A while A is within AS (A
extension) in Ex. 13. Both Ex. 14 and Ex. 13 end with B1. The
text for the last interval B in Ex. 13 is
Ex. 15 J. S. Bach's BWV 76. Ho. 1. bar 16.
The first interval in Ex. 13 is A which has text is as follows:-
Ex. 16 J. 3. 3achfs B7V 76, Ho. 1, bar 131
Evidently Die Eimmel ana C-ottes are important words in the
whole line.
n
After the soli bass with the line Die rdmmel Erzahlen die Jhre
Gottes (The heavens are telling the glory of God), the tutti cones
in at bar 20 with the same text as in the soli bass. The sourano•+»
melody of the tutti section is a repetition of the bass soli earlier
Is the soli-bass an important motif in Ho. 1? Does it relate to
other motifs in Ho. 1 and even in other pieces of the cantata? The
result will be shown in the latter part of.this chapter.
The fugue of Ho. 1, in Part I, produces a subject which sounds
and looks unfamiliar outwardly from the line of bass soli (Ex. ll)
This motif is firstly sung by tenor solo section and is shown as
follows:—
Ex. 17 J. S. 3achfs B7V 1, Ho. 1, bar 67- 70.
'This motif is answered by the bass solo section in bar 72. After
the bass solo section, the soprano solo 'section enters in bar 77
is answered by alto solo section in bar 82.
In order to examine the above line closer, it is much clearer to
eliminate the repeated notes and the result is as follows
Ex. 18
In Ex. 18 it is clear .that the line falls into certain patterns.
The first group of notes is within an interval of a 4th and is marked
as A; the second group is extended ana is marked AS, the third
group of notes is marked A as they are descending and the interval
is a 4th; the last group has an interval of a descending 3rd which is
marked as 3. In Ex. 18 there is a note G in between the group
'rAT3 and a 'The interval between the last noe of AE to the note
1
G is a 5th vhile the note G is in a leap of a 7th to A. These
two leans (the 5th and the 7th) have brought oo the climax point of
this nhrase.
Though this subject (Ex. 18) looks rather long, it is made up of
two familiar intervals. These two intervals are the 4tn. 5r(t«
Compare Ex. 18 with The. 13,.'it is easy to find cut that they are both
starting out with A and conclude with 3• They consist of iLii
1 1
(A Extension), except Ex. 13 consists A between A and 3 while
1 1—_ no tl A 1II IfR1 n
The last chorale (in Part ±l) us danke Gott, una lobe dich
consists of 7 lines. The following example is the first line of
7iTo 11 anrl i q t.ho srmrfl.Tlft line:—
lihr- 1Q the first -noetic line of J. S. Bach's 3W7 76. ITo. 14, bar 5-5
7 Since the chorale tune in J. S. Bach's cantata is always in the
soprano line, the major motif in ITo. 1 will be compared only with th
soprano line of ITo. 14.
An extract of the Delodic contour is as follows
Ex. 20
In Ex. 20, the note 3 is marked as upper neighbour since this
note is in a weak beat. It is also clear that the first line of ±To.
1
14 is composed by three important intervals. They are 3, from
C to A which is a descending 3rd; A, is from A to D which is an
1
ascending 4th and 3 again, this time from 3 to B. Also, in Ex. 20,
the structural notes are determined by listening, the harmony and the
relationship with the words. The second 3 consists of structural
notes in the stronger beat and with the syllables lo- and dich. Of
course, the first note 3 in Ex. 20 is cut off when writing out the
contour of the melody. In his The Thematic Process in Husic, Reti
mentions the Cutting of Thematic Parts as one of the various
8
categories of transformation.
8 Rudolph Reti, The Thematic process in I'usic (London: Paber
Paber, 1961), 88-89pp.
The relationship can easily be seen when Ex. 21A (same as Ex. 20)




Ex. 213 consists of M3 iron D to 3 while Ex. 21A also consists of
1 1
3 at the beginning. Both Ex. 21A and Ex. 213 conclude by 3 and
have A before the last interval. Therefore, Ex. 21A is a variant of
Ex. 18. Ana Ex. 8 (the structural notes of the trumpet figure) shows
relationship with Ex. 21A.
Comparison of 3c. 23 (sane as 3c. 8) with 3x. 22 (sane as 3c. 21A) and
is shown as follows:- %
rx. 22
Ex. 23
Ex. 23 starts with 3 and is within A while Ex. 22 starts with
1 1
3 (a reflection of B). Both examples conclude with 3 even
though in Ex. 23, B is within A'. Therefore, it is clear that
Ex. 23 is a variant of Ex. 22.
The soprano tune of each line of ITo. 14 is always played in the
orchestral interlude before the choir sings. The following excerpt
in Ex. 24 is the beginning of ITo. 14, the trumpet line plays the
same line as what the soprano sings in bar 3.
Ex, 24 J. S. Bach's B7V 7Ho. 14 1-5
The second line of No. 14 is as follows:-
«
Ex. 25 The second poetic line of J. S. Bach's BvV 76, No. 14, bar
6-8.
When Ex. 25 is examined closely, the line is found to be made
1 1
up of two familiar intervals, they are A and 3 11, as shown in
Ex. 26.
Ex. 26
It is clear that the first five notes are in an interval of
1 1 1
descending 4th which is A. Within this A, there are two 3.
The last four notes again are written over an interval of descending
4th which is A1.
1 1
In Ex. 8, B is within A while two 3 are within A in
Ex. 26. Both Ex. 26 and Ex. 8 concludes with an interval of A•''
1 1
except there is a B within A in Ex. 8. As a result, Ex. 8 is a
variant of Ex. 26.
The third line of the last chorale (Ho. 14) is as follows
Ex. 27 The third poetic line of J. S: Bach's B'.vV 76, Ho. 14, bar
9- 11.
The following example shows the contour of Ex. 21.
Ex. 28
It is clear that Ex. 28 is made up of A1, 31 and 3.
Ex. 29 (same as Ex. 28) and Ex. 30 (same as Ex. 8) (the structural
notes of the trumpet figure) are compared'as follows
Ex. 29
Ex. 30
By the above diagram, the two examples are in retrograde
inversion though 3 in Ex. 30 is a minor 3rd. while 3 in Ex. 29 is
a major 3rd. Again, Ex. 30 shows to be a variant of Ex. 29.
The following is the fourth line of No. 14:-
Ex. 31 'The fourth poetic line of J. S. .Bach's-BV 7» N°. 14 bar
12- 14.
The extract of the melodic contour of Ex. 31 is shown as follows
Ex. 32
Ex. 32 shows that the contour of the fourth line of No. 14 is
composed of intervals A1, AS and 31.
Compare Ex. 33 (same as Ex. 32) with Ex. 34 (same as Ex. 22)
Ex. 33 The fourth poetic line of J. S. Badh's 3WV 76, No. 1.4.
bar 12- 14
Ex. 34
In Ex. 33, it consists of a diminished 4th (or Md4) and a
diminished 5th (or nd5n) because of the changed harmony. However,
Ex. 33 has AS in between AM and B while Ex. 34 has A in
between two 3. Both Ex. 35 and Ex. 34 conclude with B.n
Therefore, Ex. 34 is related to Ex. 35«
The fifth line of No. 14 also consists of familiar intervals.
The following is the fifth line of No. 14:-
Sx. 35 The fifth line of J. S. Bach's BWV 76, No. 14, bar 15-17.
If we examine the whole of line 5, we might arrive at two inter¬
pretations. They are both used to explain the contour of Ex. 35 and





Both interpretations mentioned above show that the contours of
Ex. 36 and Ex. 37 made up of two familiar intervals which are the
4th and the 3cL.
The sixth line of No. 14 has relationship with the soli bass in
No. 1. The sixth line is shown as follows
Ex. 38 The sixth poetic line of J. S. Bach's B.vV 78, No. 14,
bar 18- 20.
The following example shows the structural notes of Ex. 32:-
Ex. 39
The first three notes are composed of AS (A extension) and
1
A is within AE. The last three notes are composed of A and
31 is within A1. 3 is in between AS and A1. Ex. 40 (same




It is clear that the beginning of both Ex. 40 and Ex. 41 consists
of AE and A is within AS. Therefore, Ex. 40 is thematically
related to Ex. 40 just by listening to the skips in the melodies.
Finally, the last line of Ho. 14 shows relationship to the third
line of Ho. 14 (Ex. 17). fhe following is the last line of Ho. 14:-
Ex. 42 The sixth poetic line of J. S. Bach's 3N 7 Ho. 14
bar 21- 23.
The structural notes are shown as follows
Ex. 43
Ex. 44 (same as Ex. 45) (s£une as 28) 2X6 23
TTht- A
Both Ex. 44 ana Ex. 45 consist of intervals A1, B1 and B.
However, Ex. 44 concludes with another B1.» Therefore, Ex. 45 is a
In Ex. 42, there are two important words which consist of
i-n+.prvals B1They ae Herzen and A-men.
In the continuo part of the last chorale (No. 14) Es danke Got¬
land lobe dich, it consists of a fall motive accompanying the
9
chorale.
9 Albert Schweitzer, J. S. Bach (London: Breitkopf and Hartel
1911), Vol. II, p. S3.
The first three bars of the continuo part in ITo. 14 is shown as
follows
The. 46 J. 3. lack's -J.P7 76, ITo. 14, bar 1-5.
The fall motive is actually a pattern as follows:-
ux• 47 J. 3. rack's 3.v7 76, To. 14, bar 1
The pattern shown in lie. 47 consists of three ascending notes (A-3-C)
and a leap of a 7th. If the last note I) is displaced one octave higher,
then, the pattern will be in an interval of a 4th which is an important
interval in this cantata.
Having examined all the important motives in the above analysis,
it is clear that there are thematic connections' between ITo. 1 and
ITo. 14 of this cantata. The background unity is done by two
intervals which are the 4th and the 3rd. These two intervals have
made up many motifs in the lines of :7o. 14 and in To. 1. Although
some of the motifs and lines look contrasting outwardly, it is
interesting to notice that they are all based on these two intervals.
The two intervals are important not only because they have been heard
several times but also they are sometimes applied to important words
such as Tie Enamel and Gottes in the bass soli section of Ho. 1.
Another interesting aspect is that these two intervals are frequently
used in the chorale (Ho. 14) which is condensed harmonically and
melodically and the chorale tune was, at J. 3. Bach1 s time, well
familiar with the Lutheran congregation.
Chapter Three
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The Diversity here means the varieties in the formation of the
melodic (motivic) shapes. The varieties, not only include the
permutation, the enlargement and the shrinkage of melodic shapes, but
also include the intervallic relationship of the structural notes of
the motives. 3VAT 46 is used in this chapter to illustrate the above •«
varieties.
Cantata Ho. 46, Schauet doch und sehet (Behold, and see if there
be any sorrow like unto my sorrow), has an introductory chorus. It
consists of two recitatives, two arias and a chorale. The chorale,
Ho. 6 (the last movement), is interesting because there are two flute
parts (it is marked Planto a due in the score) between each poetic
line. Similar flute parts also appear during the concluding chorale of
2
Part II of the Weihnachts- Oratoriumc
Among the sir movements of ITo. 46, the first movement is a chorus
and so is the last. The cantata was first performed on the 10th
Sunday after Trinity which was on the 1st August, 1723•( %
1 C. S. Terry, Bach's Orchestra (London: Oxford University Press,
1932), p. 62.
2 Stephen Daw, The Music of J. S. Bach (Rutherford: Pairleigh
Dickinson University Press), p. 86.
3 Christoph Wolff, Bach, III (7) j S., in the Hew Grove's
Dictionary of Music and Musicians (6th edition, edited by Stanley
1980), I, p. 819.
The Orchestra consists of tv;o flute parts, trumpet and Corno da
tirarsi (a slide horn4}, two oboe da daccia (a longer oboe in curved
r—
form for more convenient handling.9) parts) two violin parts, a viola
section and continue.
In Ho. 1, there are four melodies which show relationship with%
the text. The first motif is used with the text Schauet doch und seheo,
ii
ob irgend ein Schmerz sei..
The chorus of Ho. 1 starts in bar 17 with the alto section
giving the f oilowing
Ex. 48 J. S. Sach's BvT 46, Ho. 1, bar 17-21.
4 C. S. Terry, op. cit., p. 34.
5 ,C. S. Terry, op. cit., p. 10$.
The subject is answered by tenors in bar IS, then by sopranos in bar
23 and basses in bar 24. Eor the convenience of observation, Zx. 48
t
is divided into 2 parts as follows:-
Ex. 49 J. S. Bach's BVV 48, Bo. 1, bar 17.
Ex. 50 J. S. Bach's BVV 46, Bo. 1, bar 1$-21.
Ex. 49 shows that the three notes are actually the structural
notes of a I) minor triad. This example is related to the motif played
by flute I in bars 2-5 of Bo. 1. This motif is shown here:-
Sx. 51 J. S. Bach's BWV 46, Bo. 1, bar 2-5.
The structural notes of Ex. 51 are audible as followss-
Ex. 52
L. IT. stands for 11Lower-neighbour tone
P. T. stands for Passing-tone
U. IT, stands for Upper-neighbour tone
Ex, 52 shows that the structural notes consist of three notes plus an
interval of a diminished 4th at the end. The three notes are actually
a I) minor triad, shown as follows:-
Ex. 53
Ex, 53 is then compared with Ex. 54 (same as Ex. 48), which is shown
as follows:-
Sx. 54 J- 8. Bach's 3W7 46, lTo. 1, bar 17-21.
3oth examples show that they consist of a I) minor triad and a compass
of a diminished 4th at the end.
Ex. 55 (same as Ex. 50) is given as follows;—
Ex. 55 J. S. Bach!s BWV 46, No. 1, bar 1$-21.
The compass of the notes with the text ob irgend ein Schmerz sei
(if there be any sorrow like unto my sorrow) is in a range of
diminished 4th. This interval is significant because it is being
enlarged, permutated or shrunken in the later entries sung by different
voices in No. 1..
Eor the convenience of observation, the following table will
present all the entries of the melodies with the text ob irgend ein
Schmerz sei.
Ex. 56A-56I All the entries of the melodies with the text ob irgend


































According to the above table, the compasses of Ex. 56A, 5c3,
56C and 56D are in diminished 4th. The molodies of these three
examples are actually identical except there are changes of tonality
and necessary accidentals. However, in Ex. 56C, the tonality is in
m
3 minor; it is interesting that the composer does not end the melody
on I but on C-y. Therefore, the use of 0 is actually a
compositional choice of the composer.
%All the first four examples are quite easy to sing, but in
Ex, 56Ef the melody consists of a diminished 5th between the words
ein and Schmerz, a minor between the words Schmerz and sei.
The tonality of this example remains in I) minor. Therefore, it is
again the choice of the composer to have such a disjointed melody.
Compared with Ex. 5D, the compass of this melody is enlarged to a
minor 7th (Ex. 5D).
In Ex. 56F, the words Schmerz and sei consist of more notes
•«
than the previous examples. The tonality remains in I) minor. The
two last words of Ex. 5E consists of special intervals which create
difficulties in performance. The two words are made up of a diminished
3rd from Bb to G (the note A is a passing tone) and an
augmented 4th from 3b to E. This kind of permutation is again
a choice of the composer. Also, the compass of this example is a
minor 6th, an enlarged compass compared to that of:Sx.'56Ei
Ex. 5G again consists of certain leaps and therefore is a
disjointed melody. Here, there is an interval of a perfect 4th
between the notes A to D while there is an interval of a major
6th between the notes 3 to 3? with the text Schmerz sei.
IThe melodic line for the words Schmerz and sei in Ex. 5E is
similar to that of Ex. 5?» Ex. 56E again consists of an interval of
a perfect 4th between the last note of the word Schmerz and the
first note of the word sei.?? The tonality of this example is changed
from E minor to E minor. The compass of this example is a minor 6th,
shrunken when compared to that of Ex. 56G.
Ex. 561 is identical to jiac. 5D except that the tonality is in
A minor. The compass is a perfect 4th which is also shrunken when
t«
corn-oared with Ex. 5H.
The word Schmerz is rather important in this chorus. In
Ex. 56? and Ex. 56E, the word Schmerz is emphasized by the
permutation of notes, and the interval between the last note of the
word Schmerz and the first note of the word Sei is always a 4th.
Therefore, it is the compositional choice of the composer to have such
exmphasis on this word Schmerz.
All melodies with the text wie mein Schmerz also show growth,
permutation and shrinkage in their motivic shapes. The following
table will be used to present all the entries of the melodies with
the text wie mein Schmerz.
Example 57A-57J All the entries of the melodies with the text wie





























Ex. 57A and Ex. 573 are identical except different notes of the sane
chord progression are' chosen. Therefore, it is not surprising that
4
the compass ox Ex. 573 is'perfect 4th, which is enlarged when compared
with Ex. 57A. The word Schmerz consists harmony of a v9 chord in
Ex. 57A.
I have already mentioned that the word Schmerz is an important
word in this chorus. In some of the melodies with the text wie
me in Schmerz, a ninth chord is -applied to the word Schmerz. Eor
example, in Ex. 573 a ninth chord is applied to the word Schmerz
which consists of .two notes with an interval of a minor 3~A» Ehe
compass.of this motif is a minor Jr9 smaller than that of Ex. 573
(a perfect 4th).
As in Ex. 573, the harmony for the word Schmerz in Ex. 573 is
a ninth chord which is the same as what has happened in Ex. 573. The
compass of Ex. 573 is a diminished 5th, enlarged when compared to that
of 57C.
Ex. 573 shows that the melody is disjointed. The melodic contour
are a minor 7th (3-E), a diminished 5th and a minor 6th. This is
actually the compositional choice of the composer to have intervals
such as a diminished 5th and a minor 7th, and particularly the emphasis
on the word Schmerz for which there is an interval of a minor 6th.
The compass of Ex. 57® is a.perfect octave which is much larger than
that of Ex. 573.
Ik. 5731 is again difficult to sing as it contains a minor 7th in
the last interval. I .believe that the last leap from A to E is
4
purposely put there in order to emphasize the word Schmerz. The
compass of this example is minor 7th which is smaller than that of
Ihe. 57T.
The harmony for the word Schmerz in Ex. 57G- is again a ninth
chord. Therefore, it must be the composer's wish to emphasize the
word Schmerz with a special chord, and the ninth chord is used to |i
fulfill his; purpose. The compass of Ik. 57G is a minor 7th which is
identical to that of Ik. 57T.
The melody of Ik. 57 is again disjointed. The contour has a
minor 7th, a diminished 5th and a minor 6th. The contopr is similar
to that of Ik. 573 The tonality for both Ik. 57H is 3 minor and Ik.
57E is A minor respectively. Again, the composer purposely uses such
intervals as diminished 5th and minor 6th to emphasize the word
Schmerz.
Ex. 571 again proves that the composer puts great emphasis on the
word Schmerz in the compositional process. In this example, the
interval between the words mein and .Schmerz is a diminished 7th,
and the last leap from 3 to C continue to ascend instead of
descend as in Ex. 57T. This is again a special treatment in
emphasizing the word Schmerz.
The last entry is Ex, 57J in which of the melody is made up of a
minor 3rd and a diminished 5th. i- The last chord applied to the word
Schmerz is again a ninth chord. All the' voices sing homophonically
here to the same text. Only the soprano part is chosen in looking at.
its compass because it is most clearly audible.
Erom the above examples, it is quite clear that the composer has
placed a lot of emphasis on the word L'Schmerz. The special treatment
on Schmerz includes the use of a ninth chord, large leaps in the •«
last interval between the words mein and Schmerz and even for the
word Schmerz itself. Among the ten examples, the ninth chord has
been used, fie times in the harmony for the word Schmerz,
Another motif in the chorus (No. l) which attracts attention is
the melody with the text voll Jammers. All the entries of the motif
with the text voll Jammers are given in the following table:-
Ex, 58A-K The motif with the text Voll Jammers in No. 1 of J. S. Bach's BiV 46.
Example Bar Nos.
No. Voice






Minor 6th Minor 6th
5 SB 74-77
Tenors
Minor 6th Minor 6th
580 79-01
Altos











Minor 6th Minor 6th
5QH 86- 80
Tenor3
Minor 9th Major 2nd
.5® 80-91
Sopranos






























Minor 6th Minor 6th
58K 120-123
Sopranos
Minor 6th Minor 6th
According to the above table, the interval (l-linor 6th) between
the words voll and 41 Jammers is significant because it is heard seven
t
times. For example, in Ex. 5.9 (same as Ex. 50) which is given as
follows:-
Ex. 59. J. S. Bach's BVfv 46, Bo. 1, bar 1$-21.
The first interval between the words und and se-het is also
a minor 6th. And some of the entries of Ex. 59 sung by other voices
in the chorus also have the intervals of a minor 6th. Therefore, this
interval (minor 6th) is an important and familiar interval in this
chorus. Although the word und is only a conjunction, the note for
this word is actually the upbeat of the motif and is easily audible.
Also, the compasses of the word Jammers are mostly in a range of
minor 6th, as shown in the above table. However, the compass is
sometimes enlarged, for example, in Ex. 58C and Ex. 58E or diminished,
as in Ex. 58C-. Therefore, the technique of using thematic enlargement
and shrinkage is also applied to this motif with the text voll
Jammers.
Another not if, that with the test an Tage seines grimmigen -oms
is also important in ic. 1.
t
The first entry of this motif is given as follows
lb-:. 60 (same as lb:. 50j J. 3. aach's 3..v 46, _.o. 1, bar 73-7°» altos.
There are three significant points in 3x. 60. firstly, the leap
at the beginning of the motif (f to 3b) is important, -his leap,
though is not a minor 6th, is familiar mo the ears. The motu.s waich
are also started with a leap are 3b:. 50 and lb:. 523. although mne
preposition am is not an important word, it is easily audible
because the note with the text am is actually the up-beat of the
motif (3x. 60) and varies from a major 2nd to a perfect octave.
Secondly, the word grim-mi-gen always consists of three notes in the
motif as in Zhc. 60. In most of the entries, the three notes are either





Another example is given as follows
Ex. 63 J. S. 3ach's BvT 46, No. 1, bar 92-95, sopranos.
Here, the three syllables »grim-mi-gen are set to a motif similar to
a lower mordent, as in Ex. 6l.
±n Ex. 64, the-:syllables are set to a motif similar to an upper
mordent:-
Ex. 64 J. S. Sach's 3W 46, No. 1, bar 137-139, basses.
In Ex. 64, the notes of the word grim-mi-gen are C-- A- C- which are
similar to both the motivic shapes and the compass of r:. 62.
Sometimes the middle note of dr. 6l or 12::. 62 is treated as a
non-harmonic tone such as a lower-neighbour or upper-neighbour tone.
In example 65 (same as Ex. 60) the harmony of the word grim-mi-gen
belongs to a seventh chord and the 3lf_ is treated as a lower-
neighbour tone.
Ex. 65 J. 3. Bach's BwV 46, Bo. 1, bar 73-76, altos.
Thirdly, the word Soms in Ex. 65 usually consists of one note.
However, sometimes Zorns has a long melisma. Among all the entries
of Ex. 65, eight have Zorns in melisma. furthermore, six entries
out of the eight have the compass of the melisma in the range of a
diminished 5th. One of the six entries is shown as follows:-
xx. 66 J. 3. Bach's 3V7 46, Ho. 1, bar SO-33, tenors.
In Ho. 6, the fourth line consists of the following text der
deinen lorn gestillt, in which a ninth chord is applied in the harmony%
of the word Torn. This recalls the word- Schmerz in Ho. 1 which is
also usually set to a ninth chord.
Among all the important motifs in Ho. 1 of this cantata, there is
one which has relationship with the two flowing- flute parts in the
last chorale (Ho. 6). The two flowing flute parts appear as interludes;-
between each line.
The first appearance of the two flowing flute parts is between
the first and the second line of the text in Ho. 6. It is given as
f oilows:-
Tx. 67 J. S. Bach's 3177 46, Ho. 6, bar 2-4.
Plauto 1 a due
Plauto II a due
According to the above example, the two flowing parts are heard as
%
marked in Ex. 67. To be Dore clearly, it is written as follows:-
Ex. 68
What we have heard in Ex. 68, can be divided into three parts. Each
part is marked as X, Y and Z.
A comparison of X (Ex. 69) with ax. 'JO (same as Ex. 50) is shown
as follows
Ex. 69
Ex. 70 J. S. Bach's 3W 46, lTo. 1, bar 17-21.
Both Ex. 69 and Sc. 70 are related to each other as they start with a
leap descend stepwise. Intervallically, Ex. 69 starts with a leap of
a minor 3rd and Ex. 70 starts with an interval of a minor 6th. The
. last interval of Ex. 69 is a major 2nd while that of Ex. 70 in a
minor 2nd.
The following is a comparison of Y (Ex. 47) aiKi Ex. 72 (same
as Ex. 50).
XX. 71
Ex. 72 J. S. Bach's Bwv 46, Bo. 1, bar 18-21.
Both Ex. 71 anci Ex. 72 start with a leap and descend stepwise. But this
time, Ex. 71 starts with a perfect 5th and- ends with an augmented 2nd.
Since Ex. 71 and 72 contain intervals of minor 2nd and major 2nd, and
the perfect 5th of Ex. 71 could be interpreted as an shrinkage of the
leap (minor 6th) of Ex. 72, lb:. 71 is Therefore related to Ex. 72.
2 (Ex. 73) is then compared with 74 (same as. 50) and
are shown as follows
jac. 73
Ex. 74 J. S. Bach's 3W7 AG, no. 1, bar 1$-21.
Both examples start with a leap and end with descending notes. Ex. 73
starts with a leap of a perfect 5th which is the same interval as nY.
Therefore, Ex. 73 and. Ex. 74 are related to each other.
It is quite interesting that there is inter-relationship between
X (Ex. 75), Y (Ex. 76) and 3 (Ex. 77) in 3x. 68, they all
start with a leap of either a 5xU or a 5th with a few descending




The important motifs in 3.7V 46 include Ex. 48, Ex. 57A, Ex. 58A
and Ex. 60. According to the examinations of all the entries of the
above examples, the present author believes that' the composer has used
enlargement, permutation and shrinkage technique in the motivic
development of all the motifs mentioned above. The technique of
enlargement, permutation and shrinkage, is not only applied in motivic
shapes, but also involves in the intervallic relationship. The last
chorale (No. 6) also shows thematic relationship with the chorus
(No, l) demonstrated by the comparison between the two flowing flute
parts in Zx. 67 and Zx. 74 which is the second half of 3x. 48, the
chorus theme.
Chapter Pour
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CELL DETELOPMITT 2QT 3W7 105
The motivic relationship here means the relationships between the
motifs ana their derivatives. There are also intervallic relationships
between the structural notes of the motifs both in the first and the
last choruses. Cell development here means a motif is developed from
the small parts (cells) of itself. In this chapter, 3FT 105 is used to
illustrate the above points.
The cantata Terr, gehe nicht ins C-ericht, T'.vY 105, was first
performed on the 25th of July, 1725 (the 9th Sunday after Trinity).
It contains six movements (To. 1-6). The first (To. l) and the last
movements (To. 6) are choruses. The instrumentation of To. 1 and
To. 6 are the same except that To. 1 requires a horn (a natural
horn, a simple coiled tube operated without keys, valves or slides)
with the addition of two oboes doubling violin I and II. To. 1 starts
with a short introduction played by the strings, a horn and two oboes
with the accompaniment played by the continuo. The choir comes in
with the second verse of Psalm 143, Terr, gehe nicht ins Gericht mit
deinem ICnecht. Denn vor dir wird kein Lebendiger gerecht (Enter not
1 Christoph Wolff, Bach, ill (7) J. 3., in the Tew Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians (oth edition, edited by Stanley
Sadie, 198077 I, p. 621.
2 Charles Sanford Terry, Bach's Orchestra (London: Oxford
University Press), p. 42.
into judgement with thy servant; for no man living is righteous before
thee). Eo. 1 is followed by two recitatives and two arias in the order
of RARA before the chorale comes in. The chorale (Eo. 6) is in
four-part harmony. The choir is accompanied by two violins, a viola
and continuo.
Both Eo. 6 and Eo. 1 are in G minor. Eowever, there is a 3b
major (relative major) section in both Eos. 1 and 6. In Eo. 6, the
Bb major section goes with the sixth line of the text (bars 15-17)»
while in Eo. 1, it occurs in bars 109 to 115 Eo. 1 contains sections,
in another keys such as D minor and C minor.
There are three important aspects in Eo. 6 and Eo. 1, which
deserve discussion, firstly, the motivic relationship between Eo. 6
and Eo. 1; secondly, the intervallic relationship between Eo. 6 and
Eo. 1; thirdly, the development of cells in the motives which exist
in Eo. 1.
Eo. 1 starts with an introduction in which the violin I (with
oboes and horn) plays an important motif(motifII) (see Ex. 95)•
5 The translation is taken from A Header's Guide to the Holy Bible
Revised Standard version (Eew York: Thomas Eels on Inc., 1972), p. 554«
4 R stands for recitative and A stands for aria.
5 Eotif here means a short utterance that retains its identity as a
musical idea as it often appears in a characteristic and impressive
manner at the beginning of a piece. See William Brabkin, A Glossary
of Analytical Terms, The Eew Grove Handbook In Music Analysis by Ian
Bent (London: Eacmillan Publishers Limited, 1987), p. 122.
This motif is important because it is repeated exactly in the same
manner from bar 34 to 41 in violin I. The violin II plays motif I
exactly in the first four bars except it is a 5th lover than motif I,
therefore, it is called motif la (see Ex. 79) in ihe following. Motif
la also is repeated exactly from bars 33 to 41 as violin I. Though
violin II plays the motif la two notes ahead of violin I in bar I,
violin I is more important as it is played in a higher register and
is more easily audible. The viola haS an independent line.
The three lines played by violin I, II and viola reappear from-
bars 15 to 23 in Mo. 1 but with modifications. Motif I in bar? 1-9 is
transposed a 4th lover to violin II in bars 15-23. Motif la in bars
1-9 is transposed a 5th higher to violin I in bars 15-23. The viola
part is a head motif and transposed a 5th higher in bars 15-23 than
in bars 1-9.
Through' listening, violin I in the last three bars of Mo. 6 is
found to sound similar to motif la (violin II in bars 1-4). The
following comparison shows the relationship between the violin I
(Ex. 78) in the last three bars of Mo. 6 and motif la (lb:. 79).
The continuo part in the first three bars of Mo. 6 (Ex. SO) also shows
relationship with the motif la.
3x. 78 J. S. Bach's 3W7 105, Bo. 6, 22-24.
By. 7Q J. S. Bach's 37 105, Bq£, bad- 145.
Bx. SO J. 3. Bach's 3W 6b2X 1-A,
In the first three hars of Bx. 79, aost of the notes are used in
Bx. 78 and the permutation of notes in Bx. 7S is in retrograde to
Bx. 79. Bx. 80 also shows that the permutation of notes is in
retrograde to Bx. 79. Therefore, there is motivic relationship
between Bo. 6 and no. 1.
Secondly, there is an-intervallic relationship between the lines
and motive in Bo. 6 and those of Bo. 1. The following is a discussion
of this second important aspect of this cantata.
In rlo. 6, the accompaniment is played by violin±, 11, viola and
continuo. The rhythm of the accompaniment is rather interesting as it
starts with four semi-Quaver ). -in a. hpp.t. pnd later turns
into triplets 1+. r.h-n hpr.onpq r.wn nnvprp:
ther and eventually in a heat. Tinallv. violin I
plays a descending chromatic theme in crochets. All these changes of
rhythmic patterns depict what the choir sings, IT01 I know that Thou
wilt quiet. All the fears .'that trouble me in fulfilment, of the promise,
given to the world by thee, that thro1 out the earth's dominions, not
t•
a single soul will perish; if the faith we firm maintain, life
6
eternal we will gain.
The accompaniment played by the strings and continuo, the first
four bars of Ho. 6 is given in ZSx. 81.
6 The translation is taken from the booklet (p. 12) of J. 5. Bach.
Das Kant at enwerk, vol. 26. (Telefuken recording 6.3555S Z-C).
Ex. SI J. S. Bach's 3VV 105, No. 6, bar 1-4•
Only the line of violin I will be observed because Bach avoids placing
some of the chord-notes in the chorus (it is actually the compositional
choice to have this avoidance) but are found in the violin I, The
situation mentioned above is found in many places, for example, in bar
2 and bar 4. The third and fourth beat of bar 2 including the
accompaniment and the choir are given as follows:-
Ex. 82 J. S. Bach's BW 105, Ho. 6, bar 2.
In Ex. 82, the fth and the of the two chords are not found ii
the choir but in the first violin. Ehis situation also barrens in
bar 4. Only the third beat of bar 4 including the accompaniment andt
the choir is given, as follows
Ex. 83 J. S. Bach's BW 105, Ho. 6, bar 4.
In 83, the situation is slightly different from Ex. 82 as he
7th note G of ii? in alto does not resolve to ?7rn hat it only
resolves to the 3rd of the next chord n?'1 in the first violin. This
exanule also shows that this is a compositional choice of the composer
to avoid Hy in the alto line since it should be the resolution of the
note G which is circled.%
According to the previous two examples (82 and 83), the violin I
is quite important. The first four bars of the violin I in 17o. 6 yield
the structural notes which are shown as follows:—
Ex. 84
(repeats of the previous tar)
Ex. 84 consists of an important interval of a 4th (13 to G). The
interval is important because it is the composer's own choice to have
the second note G as it can be I since the harmony of the second
note G is VlV (G minor). Therefore, I believe that the use of an
interval of a 4th is compositional choice of the composer.
Ex. 84 (same as Ex. 65) is related to moif la v,jx. 8b) of _.o. 1,
as shovm in the following comparison
jix. 85
3s 86 J. S. Bach's EWV1-5X X X X
I£ is quite clear that most of the notes in Ex. 85 can he found in
retrograde in Ex. 86. Therefore, 3s. 85 is actually a retrograde oi
Ex. 86.
I have already mentioned that the interval of a 4th in Ex. 85 is
significant, and this interval is also significant in Ex. 87 (same as
2x. 78) (the violin I in last three bars of Ho. 6) which is shovm in
the following
Ex. 87 J. S. Bach's 3W7 105, Ho. 6, har 1-5.
Hot if la in no. 1 is also developed within a range of 4th (see Ex. 79).
In no. 1, the choir enters, following the introduction, in bar
«
o. 'The entries of each voice are in close—by imitation and are
shown as follows:-
Ex. 88 J. S. Bach's BvY 105, Ho. 1, bar 9-10.
The recurring motif with a strong rhythmic impetus (marked X
in Ex. 88) also has a range of a perfect 4th as shown in Ex. 89:-
Ex. 89 J. S. Bach's BW 105, No. 1, bar 10.
The fugue of Jio. 1 (bar 47-128) is also considered here,. The
subject of the fugue is given as follows
Ex. 90 J. S. Bach's 3N 105, Ho. 1, 'oar 47-52.
The subject is forned nainly by two patterns. The first pattern
is siven as The. 91. the second as Ex. 92.
fix. 91 J. 3. Bach's BW 105, Ho. 1, bar 47-48.
Ex. 91 is clearly Dade up of fourths. The second pattern of the subject
is given as follows
Ex. 92 J. S. Bach's 3VV 105, Ho. 1, bar 49-50.
The interval of a 4th is significant in both examples,
The counter-sub.iect of the fnue is shown as followst-
Ex. 93 J- S- Bach's BW7 105 Ho. 1, bar 52-57-
If confining Ex. 93 to the section marked Y, the range of this
section is in an interval of 4th.
Since both Ex. 89 and nix, 91 taken from Ho. 1, let us see
if Ho. 6 can provide us with more examples related to the interval
of a 4th.
Under close observation, only the sixth line of Ho. 6 shows
relationship to the interval of a 4th and the sixth line is shown as
follows:-
Ex. 94 J. S. Bach's BVV 105, Ho. 6, bar 15-17-
The third aspect which requires discussion here is the development
of cells. The motifs I (see 3x. 95' la (see fix. 79) are quite
interesting as they aire developed from the first two notes of each
motif. Therefore, it is worthwhile to have observation closely to
each motif. The following e-scannlp is T.Trvhif t._
ft'. 95 J. S. 3achTs 3VV 105. ITo. 1. bar 1-9.
an fix. 95 tnere are three prime cells. The first prime cell is the
xirst two notes (_i-3b) of the motif I and is marked as 1. la is
an extension of 1 . In I 1 O Q V4- VI r-rr4- AVn-J
0- 1 ihj.ee nooes (ab, iib and A) then follow, which are actually
a retrograde of 1 and are therefore marked lRV The next two notes
which are marked la,n are actual 1v the 1s.q+ nioii
there is 3b-C instead of 4 mu- r•
motif I is marked 2 i and
7 ell here means an essence of a motif, a part of a musical figure
or motif, cee v.'illiam iracxin, A Glossary of Analytical Terms, The
pw toove Handbook In usic Analysis by Ian 3ent (London: MacmillaS
Publishers Limited. 1937). n. 112.
a 6th. 2a and 2b (Eb-A-E) forn sequences of 2.
Another prime cell 3 (C—Ab), is composed of a minor 2nd. 3a
) is a sequence of 3. ™he not if finally ends vith 3a.M
Motif la is similar to motif I, except that motif la is a 5th
lower than motif I. Motif la is also developed from the first two
notes and is shown as follows
Ex. 96 (same as Ex. 79) G 3. Bach's :3W7 105, 0. 1, bar 1-5
In Ex. 96, the prime cell is 1 (E-Eb) which is composed of a 2nd.
It is followed by an extension of cell 1 and is marked la
lb is a further extension of la as it consists of
five notes When lb is compared vith la, it is
clear that the first three notes of lb are the same as in la,
except that lb is transposed a semitone higher. Cell lc (D-G) is
an intervallic expansion of cell 1 since the two notes cover a 4th.
Even in the process of developing the prime cell in Ex. 96, the composer
uses the interval of a
This chapter has discussed three important aspects of Tos. 1
and 6 of this cantata, first, there is the notivic relationship
between To. 1 and To. 6. for example, the motif I and la are in
relationship with the last three bars of To. 6 in the violin part.
Also, the continuo part of the first three bars in 2!o. 6 is also in
relationship with motif la. Second, there is an intervallic
relationship between the structural notes of the motifs in the
introduction as well as in the introductory chorus (in prelude and
fugue fojaa) of To. 1 and in the sixth line, of To. 6. Third, there is
development of prime cells in the motif I and la in the introduction
of To. 1. All the above points demonstrate the relationship between
the first and the last chorus.
Chapter Five
CONCLUSION
In this thesis, the three chosen cantatas are different in
nature. BW 76 is divided into two parts and each part concludes
with a chorale in the same setting; BW 46 has an atmosphere of sadness
while the other two are happy in mood, and BW 105 has always been
considered impressive with its marvellous chorale.
This thesis is not a commentary on Rudolph Reti's hypothesis on
••
thematic process but it is used with the three chosen cantatas to test
Reti's hypothesis, Reti's hypothesis is that the compositional process
v
begins with a basic idea (or motif) which is manifested through various
1
ways of thematic transformation. This basic idea is usually a linear
outline. It is the job of the analyst to find out the basic idea which
have been manifested. In this thesis, the author has always managed to
find the basic ideas in the first chorus even though the ideas which are
mingled with their derivatives. The structural notes of the motives and
their derivatives are determined by their harmony, whether they are on the
strong beat of the bar and through listening.
r
1 Ian Bent, The New Grbve Handbook In Music Analysis (London:
Macmillan Press Ltd, 1987),p. 85.
2 Ibid., p. 87.
In this thesis, the thematic affinity- between the first and the
last choruses is shown mainly through two aspects. They are i) the
motivic relationship and ii) the intervallic relationship.
In the analyses of the three chosen cantatas, motivic relationship
is always found between the last ana the first choruses. This motivic
relationship is determined ny the structural notes of the motives and
their derivatives. Close examination of these structural notes also
shows intervallic relationship among the motives. For example, in
BW 7each poetic line of Bo. 14 is related to the trumpet figure in
the prelude of ITo. 1, as shown by the intervallic relationship of their
structural notes. Sometimes, the composer has enlarged, permutated
and shrunken the motivic shapes in different entries of the melodies
with the same text. For example, in BvT 46, the melody in Bo. 1 with
the text Mob irgend ein Schmerz sei has been shown to have enlargement,
permutation and shrinkage in different entries. In the same cantata,
the composer emphasizes the word Schmerz by placing a 9th chord to
its harmony a number of times. Again, in this cantata, there is
intervallic relationship between the two flute parts in Ho. 6 and the
motif in Ho. 1 with the text und sehet ob irgend ein Schmerz sei.
3 Thematic affinity here means thematic connection or thematic
process.
Also, in 3VV 105, No. 6 and Ho. 1 are found to be related as most of
the notes in motif la.are used in retrograde in the last three bars of
No. 6. The chorale in this cantata consists of impressive accompaniment.
In certain harmonic progressions, some notes such as the Jth and the
3rd of a chord are avoided in the chorus part; they are placed in
violin I instead. Even where the 7h of a chord is included in the
chorus, it does not resolve, while the in violin I does resolve to
the 3rd of the next chord (bar 2 of B77 105, No. 6). Furthermore, the
%
7th and the 3rd of the two chords are all necessary notes belonging to
c
the nrogression of iic-7. The nresent author believes that it is the
o
compositional choice of the composer not to have a resolution in the
chorus. In E7V 105, motives I and la consist of prime cells which are
used to develope the motif. One of the prime cells, an interval of a
second, happens to be in both motives. This prime cell appears in the
first bar of the first chorus, and it then extends in the next group
of notes and further extends in another group of notes.'
The analyses in this thesis is far from being speculative since
most of them are based on what I believe and have proved to be the
compositional choice of the composer. There are two important aspects
in the compositional process. They are i) the necessary elements in
the basic ideas and ii) the compositional choice in selecting elements)
from the basic ideas. It has already been mentioned that the composer
a-D-olies a ninth chord to emphasize the word Schmerz in the motif
with the text wie mein Schmerz in 3'..7 105. It seems that it is the
compositional choice of the composer to apply such a special chord to
the word Schmerz as it is an important word which means sorrow.
It seems that the compositional choice of the composer might have
been made both consciously and subconsciously.. Heti believes that the
great composers are fully aware of both the thematic principle and of
the technique through which they materialize it. That means the
composers are aware of the thematic process that the basic idea will
be manifested as a chain of derivatives in the foreground. However,
this compositional process might become a customary 'way to express
the composer himself.
in the previous paragraphs, it has already mentioned that Bach
has transformed the motifs (basic ideas) in many ways. These trans-
formations include inversions of the motifs, thinning, filling of
thematic shapes, retrograde and retrograde inversion, reversion,
interversion and reiteration (repeating the motif several times).
Host of the above transformations are found in the first and the last
4 Rudolph heti, The Thematic I roc ess In Tusic (London: Faber
Faber, 19'Sl), p. 255.
5 Ibid., p. 255.
choruses of the three chosen cantatas. Also, there is always an
intervallic relationship between the motifs in both the first and the
%
last choruses. The intervals are sometimes also arranged in inversion,
retrograde inversion or other transformations.
All of the above transformations are motivic derivatives which
exist in the foreground of Bach's compositions. The Dost important is
the background unity or thematic affinity among movements. It is«
also the purpose of this thesis to find out the motifs (basic ideas)
which are common in both the first and the last choruses of the t
cantatas in 1723.
The present author believes that there might be three groups of
composers. The first group includes composers who use compositional
choice subconsciously during their creative process. The second group
includes those who work with the basic ideas (or motives), providing
a thematic connection among movements. The methods which this
group uses are similar to those suggested by Rudolph Reti in his
Thematic Process of Music. The th'ird group includes composers who are
aware of the background unity but who do not work similarly-to Reti's%
hypothesis.
Would J. S. Bach belong to the second group or even to the third
) '
group of the composers mentioned above? Author would like to leave
this question to other musicologists.
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